
Now available for booking: AIDAselection World Cruise 2023 with AIDAsol

April 21, 2022

117 days, 43 ports, 20 countries, 4 continents - on October 27, 2023, it is "cast off" for a truly memorable voyage. AIDAsol departs

from Hamburg for her second circumnavigation of the globe. Guests will enjoy extra-long breaks, crossing the equator twice and

discovering dreamlike destinations such as Cape Verde and Tierra del Fuego, Tahiti and Fiji, Mauritius and southern Africa.

World cruise guests spend the festive season on the snow-white beaches of Vanuatu in the South Pacific. In Sydney, Australia,

they are one of the first to welcome the New Year. Celebrating against the legendary backdrop of the Opera House and the

Harbor Bridge is simply magical.

Unforgettable highlights

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: Golden sandy beaches, subtropical forests and the Sugar Loaf Mountain: Locals only call their city "Cidade

Maravilhosa" - the fantastically beautiful city. Fall in love with the rhythm of Rio and the zest for life of its inhabitants.

Buenos Aires, Argentina: South America has even more to offer than tango, samba and soccer - for example unique natural

spectacles such as the Iguazú waterfalls, which are among the largest on earth.

Patagonia & Tierra del Fuego: The rugged landscape at the southern end of the world is overwhelmingly beautiful - majestic ice

masses, snow-covered peaks, primeval forests and lonely fjords will leave a lasting impression. With a little luck, encounters with

minke whales, sea lions, fur seals and other animal species are possible on the Beagle Channel.

South Seas: For many, the South Seas is a dream come true: It is summer all year round, the sparkling turquoise water warms up

to bathtub temperature, the tropical vegetation beckons with colorful blossoms and the islanders welcome guests with a smile. The

numerous coral reefs in Fiji are a hive of activity. It is worth diving down to explore the exotic underwater world. At the other end

of the world, in the endless expanse of the Pacific, lie thousands of small islands whose powder-sugar white dream beaches seem

as tempting as they are inaccessible: Tahiti, Moorea, Vanuatu and New Caledonia.

Sydney, Australia: Entering Sydney Harbor past the world-famous Opera House is a highlight in itself - just like celebrating the turn

of the year in Australia's largest city. First sightseeing, then shopping and later cooling off in the Pacific? No problem! Sydney's

environs with the Blue Mountains, picturesque coasts, and flora and fauna will delight you above all with their natural beauty.

South Africa & Namibia: Here, guests experience the charms of Africa in all its beauty: from the charm of the picturesque Table

Mountain backdrop of Cape Town to the impressive African wildlife and the huge sand dunes of the Namib Desert. Whether

Richards Bay, Durban, Port Elizabeth, Cape Town or Walvis Bay: each port stands for unforgettable impressions and moments on

the world cruise with AIDAsol.

The world voyage with AIDAsol can be booked from April 21, 2022, at travel agencies, at www.aida.de and at the AIDA Customer

Center at 0381/ 20270707.

Rostock, April 21, 2022

Price example:

World voyage 2023 with AIDAsol starting from/to Hamburg from Oct. 27, 2023 to Feb. 21, 2024

starting from 13,995 euro per person at the AIDA PREMIUM price with double occupancy (inside cabin IB), inclusive 3,000 euro early booker plus reduction when

reserving until April 30, 2023, in each case limited contingent


